
 

Lecture 1
Ch1: Intro to Bio - study of life (scientific)

● Living organisms; 5 Fundamental Characteristics of Life
● All living organisms process information from their environment

a. Made 1+ cell
■ Cells 10 human trillion

b. Acquire and use energy
c. Replication/Reproduce
d. Process info (heredity and environmental)
e. Evolution in/of populations

● Molecular Bio: study of molecular basis of life
● Biochem: the study of chem processing in living organisms
● Genetics: study of structure function of DNA (inheritance)
● Cell Bio: study of cells, life cycles, and interactions with each other
● Evolutionary Bio: study of how and why species change and relation
● Ecology: study of how organisms interact with each other and environment
● Zoology: scientific study of animals
● Botany: scientific study of plants

Scientific Method
● Ask?? - question - based on observations and not subjective
● Hypothesis: testable statement to explain a phenomenon/ set of observations

○ Prediction: states the expected result of hyp. holds true (if /then statement)
● Design the experiment: testing hypothesis without outside influences
● Analyze and record: interpreted results, evaluate hypotheses and devise new

questions from the results
● Conclusions: was your hypothesis correct? What new questions?

3 Unifying ideas laid the groundwork for modern biology:
● Cell Theory

○ Developed in 1665 by Robert Hooke
■ Organism observed: cork
■ Called the chambers he saw cells
■ By 1800s, collected data: all living organisms made up of cells

○ In 1858, Rudolf Virchow proposed that all cells came from pre-existing cells
■ Hypothesis was tested by Louis Pasteur in 1859
■ Using sterilized broth:

● Open flask allowed air and bacteria to become contaminated
● Flask blocked by cotton no entering of air which ended in no

contamination
● Swan neck flask air with bacteria slowed and stopped which

also ended in no contamination
■ Experiment is an excellent example of using the scientific method

● Hypothesis: testable statement to explain observation
● Prediction: observable results happen if hypothesis is correct
● Experiment: testing one variable, all other variables are same
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■ When lots of data from multiple studies support the hypothesis, it is
elevated to theory

● Theory of Evolution
○ Developed in 1858 by Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace

■ Species are related and have common ancestors
■ Characteristics of a species may change from generation to generation:

descent with modification
○ Population is members of a particular species living in a certain area

■ Characteristics that are heritable may be passed from generation to
generation: genetic variation

■ Individuals have different characteristics, producing genetic variation
○ In certain environments, some characteristics may be advantageous

■ Over generations, the population will have more individuals with
advantageous characteristics -> population has evolved

● Chromosomal Theory of Inheritance
○ Developed in 1902 by Walter Sutton and Theodor Boveri

■ Chromosomes carry heritable information in genes parent to offspring
■ Changes in DNA leads to changes in proteins which leads to changes in

characteristics of the organisms
■ Changes in the DNA sequence may be used to see how species are

related and produce a tree of life
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Lecture 2
Ch2:  Water , Carbon and Energy

● Chemistry is linked to the evolution of life
○ 96% of the matter in living organisms: H, C, N, O, He: Structure affects function

● Atoms made up of positively charged protons, neutrons, and negatively charged
electrons

Atom - smallest unit of matter

Subatomic Particle Symbol Charge Location

Proton
p + nucleus

Neutron n 0 nucleus

Electron e _ orbit the nucleus

1. Atomic Structure
a. Electrons determine the chemical activity of a particular atom
b. Move around the nucleus in orbitals and each orbital holds 2 electrons
c. Orbitals are grouped into shells

i. 1st shell can contain max of 2 electrons
ii. 2nd shell and higher can contain 4 orbitals, max 8 electrons

d. Outermost shell: valence shell
i. If outermost shell is full, atom will not participate in rxns and form bonds

ii. If outermost shell is not full, inerts not form bonds and unreactive
e. Number of unpaired electrons in outermost shell is the valence
f. Atoms make bonds to fill valence and become more stable

○ # of protons defines the element
○ # of neutrons influences the masses of atoms
○ # of electrons influences the reactivity of atoms

● Protons and neutrons heavier than electrons = the atomic mass
● The reactivity and composition affect how your body works
● 2 atoms of same elements w/different mass number (neutrons) are called isotopes
● Valence electrons: electrons sit in shells around the nucleus

○ ea/ shell can hold 2 (1st shell) or 8 (2nd shell)
○ Outermost shell is the valence shell, most stable when the shell is filled
○ Atoms interact with each other to fill valence shell
○ Noble gases: unreactive: they are full

● Molecules: substances held together by covalent bonds
○ Covalent bonds: a strong attraction where 2 atoms share valence electrons in

order to fill valence shell (hydrogen example)
■ Nonpolar Covalent Bonds: electrons evenly shared (hydrogen ex)
■ Polar Covalent Bonds: electrons asymmetrically shared (water

molecules) + produce partial charges on atoms
○ When a molecule is reduced it accepts electrons from an oxidized molecule
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● Electronegativity: the tendency to attract electrons; based on a number of protons
and the size of the electrons shell is

● Ionic bonds: one atom completely transfers electrons to another atom (electron
transfer) 2+ atoms attracted to one another due to opposite charges

○ Opposite charges are attracted to each other
○ Less common in living organisms (table salt: NaCl) than covalent bonds
○ Compound formed by ionic bonding => salts
○ Attraction/bond breaks in water => water molecules surround each ion,

separating molecule/ion
○ Hydrogen bond: weak attraction between hydrogen atom in polar bond to

electroneg. atom
■ Weak individually but strong in aggregate
■ Water: polar molecule, both hydrogens can make hydrogen bonds and

ion-dipole interactions
● Chemical Bonds: Form as electrons try to make a full valence shell

○ May be accomplished by sharing, giving away, or taking electrons
○ Covalent bond: 2 atoms share valence electrons

■ co- = together/mutual and -valent = valence
■ Bond strength: strong
■ Sharing may be equal: nonpolar covalent bonds, electrons spend equal

time around bonds
■ Sharing may be unequal = polar covalent bonds
■ Atoms may share 1 pair of electrons = single covalent bond

2 pairs of electrons = double covalent bond
3 pairs of electrons = triple covalent bond

● The Periodic Table of Elements
○ Essential information for all known elements

■ 6 important elements for life:
● Hydrogen
● Carbon
● Nitrogen
● Oxygen

● Phosphorus
● Sulfur

○ Each entry in the table has:
■ Atomic number: number of protons
■ Atomic mass: number of protons + number of neutrons

● Note: the atomic mass is not given as a whole number
● Isotopes: version of an element with a different number of

neutrons
● Atomic mass in table is the average of possible masses, weighted

based on abundance of each isotope
● Round to the nearest whole number for calculations

● Properties of Water
○ 75% of water (by volume) are living cells; Our bodies: 70% water (by mass);

total : 150 lbs ~112 lbs is water
■ Major biological solvent, 70% of cells is water
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○ Water is polar, not stable, and can act as both an acid and a base
○ Forms hydrogen bonds, weak bonds between atoms with partial negative and

partial positive charge
■ Why is water wet? Hydrogen bonding

○ Any charged, polar atom, molecule will be attracted to water ➔ hydrophilic
○ Nonpolar, neutral atoms, molecules won’t interact w/water ➔ hydrophobic
○ Water-water interactions produce some properties that are essential to living

organisms
■ Water also interacts with other water molecules

○ Water is cohesive (sticks to itself), adhesion (sticks to other stuff), and surface
tension (belly flop example)

■ Cohesion: water hydrogen bonds to water; water sticks to each other
■ Adhesion: water hydrogen bonds to hydrophilic molecules; water

sticks to stuff
■ Surface tension: cohesion of water molecules at the surface of water

● Makes stretching or breaking the surface more difficult
● Trees would not be able to rely on the cohesion and adhesion to

bring water from their roots to their top branches
○ Specific Heat

■ Amount of energy needed to increase the temperature of 1g of water
by 1 C

■ Water has high specific heat: lots of energy to change temperature
■ Due to hydrogen bonds: Bonds must be broken to increase temperature

and bc of abundant amount of hydrogen bonds in water that it takes a
lot of energy to break them

○ Heat of Vaporization
■ Energy required to change 1g of water from liquid to gas
■ Very high due to hydrogen bonds: Useful to organisms: evaporative

cooling
○ Water Density: Water molecules not able to hydrogen bond with each other:

■ Liquid water is more dense than solid (frozen) water
● Ice floats on top of water; Ice cubes would sink to the bottom of

the glass of water because the density of solid water (ice) is less
dense than its liquid

■ Freezing increases the distance between water molecules
● There are fewer water molecules in a given volume of ice than

in the same volume of liquid water
■ In lakes and oceans, ice forms as a surface layer

● Ice insulates water below; Oceans and lakes would boil on a hot
day = High specific heat energy absorbing capacity

○ When in water, the molecule ammonia, NH3, acquires an additional proton to
become NH4+. In this instance, ammonia is acting as a base

○ Water undergoes chemical reactions within itself
■ H2O     OH-  +  H+ water base and acid
■ H2O + H2O > H+  +  Hydronium             hydroxide
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○ The pH of a liquid is a measure of the concentration of p+ (hydrogen ions) in a
solution 1-6 acidic, 7 is neutral, 8-14 base (alkaline)

■ Log scale: each step means a tenfold change (6 has 10x more
concentration of proteins greater than 7)

● Chemical reactions: Most reactions will be aqueous
○ Convert reactants into products and involve changes in energy
○ Energy is the capacity to do work or supply heat

■ Potential energy: matter posses based on its location/position or
structure

● In living systems: chemical bonds and gradient
● Electrons in shells far from nucleus have higher potential

energy than those in shells closer to the nucleus
● During photosynthesis, protons of light excite in chlorophyll

○ Electrons promoted to higher energy states increase
● Cellular respiration breaks down glucose formed energy in

photosynthesis releasing energy from complex organic
molecules

○ Glucose has higher potential energy (chemical energy),
while the -ATP is the energy currency of the cell: Not a
polymer

○ Phosphate  bonds store potential/chemical bonds
○ Synthesis of ATP by chemiosmotic mechanism occurs

during both photosynthesis and respiration
■ Kinetic energy: energy of motion

● Light heat and electricity
■ 1st Law of Thermodynamics: energy cannot be created nor

destroyed; it can only be transferred/transformed
● Also known as the Law of Conservation of Energy
● Enthalpy: total energy of a molecule

○ Symbol: ΔH: change in enthalpy: final H - initial H
○ – ΔH : release heat exothermic
○ + ΔH : absorbs heat endothermic

● Reactions may occur spontaneously if:
○ Products have lower potential energy than the reactants
○ Products are more disordered (higher entropy than reactants)

■ 2nd Law of Thermodynamics: energy entropy always increases in an
isolated system; every energy transfer and transformation increases
the entropy of the universe

● Entropy: disorder chaos randomness
○ Symbol: ΔS: change in entropy: final S - initial S
○ – ΔS : less disorder less chaos
○ + ΔS : more disorder more chaos

● Breaking the high energy phosphate bonds of ATP releases
potential energy that can be used to do work inside the cell

○ Gibbs free energy: amount of energy available to do work
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■ Symbol: ΔG: change in free energy
● Equation: delta G = delta H - T* delta S

○ T : temperature in Kelvin (°C+273.15° = °K)
● – ΔG : releases energy exergonic; Spontaneous rxn

○ Most spontaneous reactions are slow or non-existent at
room temperature; Spontaneous rxns not fast

○ Bonds must be broken, reactants must be in specific
orientation

○ Likelihood of 2 molecules hitting each other in just the
right way can be increased by

■ Increase temp.: molecules move faster, bumping
into each other more frequently

■ Increase concentration: more molecules = more
collisions

■ Add a catalyst
● + ΔG : consumes energy endergonic; Nonspontaneous rxn

○ Require energy in, often lots of energy
○ In cells, reactions accomplished by energy coupling

■ Use energy released from an exergonic rxn to
drive an endergonic rxn

■ Transfer electrons or phosphate groups to change
shape of a molecule or transfer energy

● ΔG=0 : equilibrium
● Transfer of Phosphates

○ ATP: common energy carrier (adenosine triphosphate)
○ High potential energy: several negative charges repelling negative charges

increases potential energy in a small space
○ ATP hydrolysis: breaking bonds holding phosphate groups together

■ Releases energy: products are more stable, decreasing energy they
store (↓ΔH)

■ ATP can drive endergonic rxns by transferring phosphate to substrate
● Increases potential energy of substrate → activates substrate;

activated substrate + reactant → product
● Overall reaction is exergonic

○ Dissociation of Water
○ Formula: H2O <-> H+ +  OH-

■ In water, H+ and OH- are present in tiny amounts
● Formula: pH = -log [H+]
● Note: as pH increases, [H+] decreases

● Carbon
○ Organic compounds have carbon bound to hydrogen
○ Carbon: valence = 4, can make 4 covalent bonds

■ Hydrocarbon chains: carbon and nitrogen, nonpolar and hydrophobic
○ Functional groups: determine chemical behavior of a compound

■ Attached to carbon skeleton and alter the properties of the compound
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○ 6 major functional groups
■ Amino Group
■ Structure: -NH2

■ Family: Amines
■ Function: Base + attracts hydrogen

ions
■ Carboxyl Group
■ Structure: -COOH
■ Family: Carboxylic Acids
■ Function: Acids + release hydrogen

ions; acts as an acid in water
■ Carbonyl Group
■ Structure: -CO
■ Family: Aldehyde (if at the end of a

molecule) + Ketone (if in between
molecule)

■ Function: Polar: reacts to produce
larger molecules, link building blocks
together

■ Hydroxyl Group
■ Structure: -OH
■ Family: Alcohol
■ Function: Polar: increases solubility in

H2O; weak acid
■ Phosphate Group
■ Structure: -OPO3

2-

■ Family: Organic Phosphates
■ Function: Charged and acts as an

acid; increases solubility in H2O, stores
+ transfers + change the shape of
molecule

■ Sulfhydryl Group
■ Structure: -SH
■ Family: Thiols
■ Function: In proteins; makes covalent

bonds (disulfide bonds) increases
stability of protein structure

● Origin of Organic Molecules: Chemical Evolution
○ Early Earth atmosphere contained CO,CO2, H2O, NH4,
○ Prebiotic Soup Model

■ Molecules synthesized from gases in atmosphere + electricity/sunlight
■ Proposed in 1924 by Alexander Oparin and in 1929 by JBS Haldane
■ Tested in 1953 by Stanley Miller at University of Chicago

● Constantly boiled water connected to an atmosphere rich in
CH4, NH3, H2

● Sparked electricity in atmosphere to simulate lightning
● Produce complex molecules including formaldehyde, hydrogen

cyanide, and amino acids
■ Computer models from 2000s adjust for new data about Earth’s early

atmosphere
● Combination of small molecules ➔ large molecules still possible

■ Major problem with this model: complex structures raining from
atmosphere would be diluted in ocean unlikely to react together

○ Surface Metabolism Model
■ Minerals in deep-sea vents catalyzed reactions with dissolved gases

● Catalyst: anything that speeds a chemical rxn
■ Formed complex structures concentrated around the vents
■ Example reaction: 2 CO2 + 4 H2 -> CH3COOH + 2 H2O
■ Other molecules may have formed this way, including building blocks

of nucleotides
■ Note: no O2 in early atmosphere and no organisms, so complex

molecules would not be broken down
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Lecture 3
Ch3: Proteins

● Proteins are macromolecules
○ Proteins are made up of amino acids: depending on the sequence of amino

acids, which have multiple important functions:
○ Immune defense;  Transportation;  Sending and receiving signals
○ Movement: cilia and flagella
○ Structure: cariton

● Amino acids: general structure with central carbon (alpha carbon) bonded to:
○ An amino functional group (-NH2)
○ A hydrogen atom (-H)
○ A carboxyl functional group (-COOH)
○ Side chain group (R-group -R)

■ Side chains influence activity and solubility
○ There are 20 different
○ In aqueous solution at physiological pH, amino acids primarily found in

ionized form
○ Nonpolar: hydrophobic, charged groups are attracted to each other
○ Polar: hydrophilic
○ Electrically charged: acidic - and base +
○ Amino acids linked by peptide bonds:

■ Peptide bonds occur after condensation (loss of water) from 2 amino
acids; bonds are broken by hydrolysis (water is +)

■ Peptide bonds are usually stable because of of valence electrons on
nitrogen; the C-N bond resembles a double bond

○ Chain of amino acids; Single chain of amino acid: Normal red blood cells;
sickled red blood cells

○ Unique sequence in a protein, from N-terminus to C-terminus
○ Small changes in primary structure can lead to major changes in higher

structure
○ Amino Acids: building blocks of proteins

■ Amino acids ionize in water
● Amino group acts like base, carboxyl group acts like acid
● Charges help keep amino acids stable

■ Side chains
● 20 types with a variety of properties
● Polar & charged → hydrophilic
● Nonpolar → hydrophobic
● Process for figuring out general properties of a side-chain:

○ Is the side chain negative? If yes, acidic
○ Is the side chain positive? If yes, basic
○ Does the side chain contain oxygen? If yes, polar

If no, nonpolar
● Polymerization – Making Proteins

○ “poly-“ = many, “-mer” = subunits/building blocks
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■ polymer: molecule made of many subunits/building blocks linked
together

■ polymerization: linking many subunits to form polymer
○ Condensation/ dehydration synthesis reactions: connect two subunits by

removing a water molecule
■ Covalent bond forms between amino acids to complete valence shells
■ Assemble polymers and hydrolysis breaks them down

○ Produces a backbone for the protein of repeated N-C-C-N-C-C-N-C-C
■ One side of backbone has amino group, opposite side has carboxyl

group
● Amino group end: n-terminus or amino-terminus

○ Start of the protein
● Carboxyl group end: c-terminus or carboxyl-terminus
● Amino acid sequences are written always n to c

○ Oligopeptide: molecule w/ <50 amino acids
○ Polypeptide: molecule w/ >50 amino acids
○ Protein: functional form of oligopeptide or polypeptide - 4 Levels of Protein

Structure
■ Must have proper 3D shape to be functional

● Primary Structure
○ sequence of amino acids w/ many varieties and combinations

■ 20 possible amino acids in a chain n amino acids long = 20n possible
combinations

■ if n = 10, 2010 = 10240000000000 combinations
○ Sequence encoded in DNA
○ All other levels of protein structure are built on primary structure

■ If amino acid sequence is changed, all other levels may be disrupted
● Secondary structure: sheets and coils

○ Results from hydrogen bonding between residues of the polypeptide
backbone; Hydrogen bonding between C=O and H-N in different areas

○ Involves hydrogen bonding between amino and carbonyl groups and does not
involve bonding between side chains (R-g)

○ Forms either:
■ α helix – coils
■ β sheet or pleated sheet – folds

○ Whether a helix, sheet, or nothing forms depends on primary structure
■ Side chains influence which structure might form

● Tertiary structure: R-group interactions
○ Overall shape of a polypeptide, stabilized by interactions involving side chains

(R-groups) of different residues of the same polypeptide
○ Distinctive 3D shape
○ Due to interactions between side chains:

■ Hydrogen bonding, Covalent bonding, Ionic bonding
■ Hydrophobic interactions: nonpolar R groups cluster together in

center of the protein
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